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Another one bites the dust 

Last week’s announcement by South African energy company ENGEN that it will close their 120 kb/d Durban 

refinery and convert it into a fuel import terminal by 2023, is the latest in a long line of refinery closures announced 

over the past 18 months which will reshape crude and refined product trading patterns long after the Covid 

pandemic has passed. This week, we discuss the implications of this closure on oil trade flows in and out of South 

Africa to determine which tanker segments which will be hit and which could be boosted. 

     

No surprise. ENGEN’s announcement came as little surprise considering that the South African government had 

demanded a complete investigation into a fire and explosion which hit the plant last December plus 

reassurances that a similar incident would not reoccur. Indeed, the plant has remained closed since that incident 

and it has been reported that it would cost 800 million South African Rand ($56 million) to repair the ageing plant, 

opened in the 1950’s.  

South Africa’s shifting refining landscape. Similar to many mature refining regions, the South African refining 

industry now faces an uncertain future amid poor economics. Furthermore, the South African government has 

been pushing to introduce higher fuel standards which the existing refineries largely cannot produce without 

significant further investment. Although this legislation has been delayed, it seems only a matter of time until it is 

passed. Until the closure of the Durban plant, South Africa had six refineries with a combined capacity of 

680 kb/d. Four of the refineries are conventional refineries (combined capacity 520 kb/d) running on crude oil 

feedstocks. Meanwhile, the final two plants are operated by Sasoil and run coal-to-liquids synthetic feedstocks. 

All the conventional refineries face significant uncertainty, Astron Energy’s 110 kb/d plant at Cape Town is 

already shut following a fire last July and in our opinion, it is extremely unlikely to reopen considering the 

investment required. The country’s largest plant, the 180 kb/d Durban refinery operated by BP and Shell is in the 

middle of a prolonged shutdown amid poor margins which is likely to extend until at least mid-June while its 

operators review its future. Considering that Shell is in the middle of reviewing and reducing its global refinery 

portfolio as it strives to cut its carbon footprint, we believe that the plant, opened in 1963, is a candidate for 

closure. The country’s final plant, the 108 kb/d Nasref plant at Sasolberg is currently running. However, according 

to recent reports, its operators, Total and Sasol, are reviewing its future. Indeed, it is only the synthetic refineries 

which are expected to receive the necessary investment in order to produce high specification motor fuels. 

Imports to the rescue. If the above four plants were shuttered, this would leave the country with only Sasol’s two 

synthetic refineries with 160 kb/d combined capacity. Furthermore, we estimate South Africa’s current end-user 

product demand at approximately 500 kb/d which would suggest a short fall of almost 350 kb/d. This is broadly 

in line with data which suggest that amid the recent stoppages, South Africa’s refined product imports have 

soared to average 300 kb/d so far in 2021 compared with 175 kb/d across 2019.  
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Gradual shift to larger CPP tankers. Even before the recent travails of the refining sector, South Africa was already 

a net-refined product importer. According to Alphatanker data, over the past four years, MR2s have carried 

around 70% of South Africa’s clean refined product imports. Although we expect that MR2s will continue haul 

the lion’s share of South African imports, data point to a subtle shift over the past year with LR1s steadily taking a 

larger share of product imports so that since the beginning of 2021, the share of MR2s has slipped to 60% 

LR1s to become more common. Considering the spectre of permanent refinery closures, rather than stoppages, 

and the fact that our calculations imply that South African imports could climb by a further 50 kb/d, we suggest 

that the movement towards larger CPP tankers should accelerate over the coming years. This appears logical 

considering that the increasing volume of product imports will see the improved economies of scale afforded 

by larger tankers become more attractive to charterers. It will also be led by the supply side with large refineries 

in India and the Middle East likely to supply the incremental products required. It should be noted that unless 

South African terminals such as Saldanha Bay become a destination for charterers to break and build CPP bulk 

(which we do not envisage), we do not expect LR2s to become a common sight in South African ports. 

Alphatanker data suggest that only 2 LR2s have called at South African ports over the past two years which 

suggests that LR1s will suffice for the South African market.  Anecdotal information also suggests that the ageing 

port infrastructure does make is simple to unload such large vessels of their clean cargoes.  

Nigeria to become an increasingly important supplier? Looking forward, there could be some hope that the 

share of import demand held by MR2s could be supported by the 2023 commissioning of the Dangote refinery 

in Nigeria. As we have previously noted, the economics of this 

plant depend heavily on the domestic price of motor fuels. If 

becomes uneconomic for the Dangote plant to supply the 

Nigerian market, it seems logical that it exports more motor 

fuels to South Africa to take advantage of the continent’s 

second largest market. Such a short (9 day) voyage would 

likely favour smaller vessels rather than LR1s. 

Crude imports to decline, Suezmaxes to be hit. The other side 

of the coin is that any decrease in crude throughputs will see 

South Africa’s crude imports fall. According to Alphatanker 

data, South Africa was importing around 480 kb/d of crude, 

largely from Saudi Arabia, the UAE and West Africa, before the Covid pandemic. In the wake of the refinery 

stoppages, volumes have stagnated at around 230 kb/d so far in 2021. Considering potential future refinery 

closures, it seems inevitable that these volumes will continue to decline in line with falling refinery runs. Data 

suggest that Suezmaxes carry almost 70% of South Africa’s crude imports and thus this will be the tanker segment 

which will be hit hardest by the refinery closures. 

Strategic importance. Even if South African crude processing was to be halted, the country would continue to 

import crude as the country remains a strategically important location for oil traders. Its position between the 

Atlantic and Indian Oceans sees many oil traders utilise the Saldanha Bay crude terminal for storage, especially 

when crude markets are in contango. Data imply that the past year has seen crude cargoes from The Middle 

East, West Africa, Latin America and the US being stored there. Traders then have the option of subsequently 

shipping volumes to the Atlantic Basin or Asia according to pricing signals. As with elsewhere in the country, data 

imply that both Suezmaxes and VLCCs haul the crude which enters the terminal. Last year, the terminal imported 

just under 100 kb/d of crude and exported just over 30 kb/d. This year its exports have soared to over 140 kb/d 

as traders have emptied their tanks amid a persistently backwardated market.  
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